Some Bowlers Said to Carry Horseshoes: Woman’s Tourney to Start Tomorrow

“OLD-TIMER” ENCOURAGED AS “KID” GETS A 369 SET

In Convinced That Anyone Can Roll Well on Some Occasions—Man May Be Star at 10 O’clock and Dub Only 15 Minutes Later.

T he first ball the kid shot down the alley-crushed in a joker. "Glad," he said, well satisfied with himself. "I am feel the one that do nothing. Shooting for me."

T he man who makes the game is the man who made the most of his opportunities. That man will go down. The game is for them. The game is for the man who makes the most of his opportunities. The game is for the man who makes the most of his opportunities.

Baltimore Rollers Win 10-City Event

F or the last ten years, the Baltimore Rollers have been the dominant force in the world of horseshoes. They have won every major event in the country, and are considered by many to be the best team in the world.

Commercial Base Ball Loop Has New Schedule

F or the last ten years, the Commercial Base Ball Loop has been the dominant force in the world of baseball. They have won every major event in the country, and are considered by many to be the best team in the world.

Commercial Stars Win Duckpin Match

F or the last ten years, the Commercial Stars have been the dominant force in the world of duckpin. They have won every major event in the country, and are considered by many to be the best team in the world.

Many Stars Will Roll in Tourney Tomorrow

A nyone who has ever followed the world of horseshoes knows that the best players are the ones who make the most of their opportunities. The game is for them. The game is for the man who makes the most of his opportunities. The game is for the man who makes the most of his opportunities.

Women Duckpinners Get Their Rewards

A ll the women duckpinners who have competed in the past few years have been rewarded for their efforts. They have been given the opportunity to compete in the world of duckpin, and have been recognized for their achievements.

Annual Duckpin Affair Sure to Be Big Success

P ractically Every Fair Sex League in City Will Be Represented and Many Who Are Not Attached to Circuits Will Compete.

Bowling is the 49th annual spring tournament of the Washington Ladies Duckpin Association. Every woman who has ever competed in the past few years is expected to attend. The tournament will be held on May 15, and will include several events.

Fair Bowlers Led By a Team of Aces

A ll the fair bowlers have been led by a team of aces. They have been recognized for their achievements, and have been given the opportunity to compete in the world of duckpin.

Aggie Duckpin Tourney Develops Some Upsets

A lthough the most recent Aggie Duckpin Tourney did not produce any major upsets, it did showcase some exceptional performances. The tourney included a variety of events, and was attended by many women who have never competed before.

Suzanne Is Coming to U.S. for a Tour

S uzanne is coming to the United States for a tour. She has been a regular competitor in the world of duckpin, and has been recognized for her achievements.

U.S. Girl Disappoints by Declining to Play

T he U.S. girl who was expected to compete in the upcoming tourney declined to do so. She has been a regular competitor in the world of duckpin, and has been recognized for her achievements.

True—to Measure a Perfect Fit—More Wear

T he weather is just right to sport your new Spring Suit. Select it here any or from the largest assortment of suits in Washington. Every other weapon you wear is out of old fashions.

Spring Suits Tailored to Order

S pring suits are tailored to order by our skilled master tailors in our own shops.

Man to Man

L eader in the league. All popular shapes. 10 for 15 do a day. 25 for 45 day.

Be a Bricklayer

M ake $12 to $15 a Day. We Train You Quick. Take Time on a Job. No experience necessary. Good pay. Good hours. Good work. No extra pay. 10 cents a piece for work. 10 cents a piece for work.

R O I - T A N

A cigar you’ll like

Man to Man